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Un processus d’examen efficace
HEM choose TestWe
Gain de temps
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the exams
An Interview of Leila Berrada Ward,

TestWe c’est

Director at HEM.

140 arbres plantés$

Gain de temps

Sujets
• HEM uses TestWe since january 2018
Learning Analytics
•

Each year, 450 students will take their intra exams,
ongoing assessments, upgrading sessions
125.000
et exam simulations on our software

Learning Analytics

étudiants

Copies
Copies
• 20 professors will use the platform to manage exams

Securite
Securite

Une vingtaine de p
Brouillons
HEM is the first moroccan Business School to digitize
entirely its exam processes. Thanks to a close and fruitful
collaboration with our team, HEM will be able, soon
enough, to integrate digitally their skills inventory.

Multi-support
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Multi-support et
digital
Un processus

Eco-friendly
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Eco-friendly

47.250 sheets of
paper saved

de 1,4 million
d’examen Plus
efficace

3.700 profs conne
+2.000 heures éco

Gain de temps

+400 hours
reassigned

95% of professors
active on TestWe

$

Learning Analytics

Jusqu’à -66% écon

According to their words, they were “bluffed” by our solution and decided to adopt
it as soon as possible. What comforted them in their decision was TestWe’s high
level of security and its simplicity of use. They said it, the solution is accessible and
intuitive.

taillé

One thing is crucial: the engagement and quality of assistance and devotion from
the partner. Our collaboration was thus very much productive and easy to develop.

Securite

ement connaissance
What’s next?

appartenance

Multi-support et digital

The solution will be deployed on every campus in Morocco and personalized to
the school needs. For example, we’ll develop for them an option of full control and
management for the school’s general accounting.

Eco-friendly

mation digitale facile

“A very, very constructive collaboration!
The whole team answers our every need: from
the pilot phase to the further development of the
solution internally ”
Leila Berrada Ward

o-friendly
“First it is accessible and fluid, but it’s also a very
practical tool to visualise data like grades, comments
and to send copies to targeted people ”
a Professor at HEM

Thanks to TestWe
•
•
•

HEM is one of the first Business Schools to digitize completely its institution
A simple and intuitive platform
Better management of grades, grading and copies management

$

